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1 Conveyors are complex systems that interact with virtually all major processes 

R. Todd Swinderman, CEO Emeritus 
Martin Engineering, Neponset/USA 
www.martin-eng.com 

R. Todd Swinderman ;oined Martin Engineering in 1979 as an Engineer in 
Conveyor Products, and has served as VP. and General Manager, President and 
CEO, as well as Chief Technology Officer and Technical Director. He holds 
more than 140 active patents in 12 different count;ies. In his work with CEMA 
(the Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers ' Association) he has been instrumen
tal in developing consistent standards to improve the safety and productivity 
of conveyor systems and components. 

Solving problems 

Ten common mistakes in conveyor specification and design 

Conveyor systems are the lifeblood of a wide range of bulk material handling operations, 
including mining, coal and ore processing, aggregate and cement manufacturing. Modern 
systems are being tasked with moving greater volumes of cargo - at higher speeds -than 
ever before, yet the common practices in conveyor specification and design are out of date 
compared to the current expectations of users for safe, serviceable and reliable conveyance 
of bulk solids that minimizes fugitive material. The following article shows avoidable 
problems including recommendations for problem solving. 
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TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS 

B elt conveyors are often abused, whether through overload
ing, overuse or neglect (or a combination of the three). 

It's almost as if designers and manufacturers have provided very 
robust systems that continue to operate under all sorts of ad
verse conditions . So conveyors are considered a conunodity 
which can be purchased by the kilogram, rather than a carefully 
engineered system of hundreds of different components work
ing together (Fig. 1). 

Many owners view conveyors as faU:ly simple equipment that 
merely transport bulk solids from Point A to Point B at a pre
scribed rate. In reality, they are complex systems that interact 
with virtually all major processes, and short cuts taken in the 
design and specification stages will have dramatic and far
reaching effects on safety, productivity and the environment. 
Many decisions affect the initial and future performance of a 
conveyor system, with leading trends that include designing 
for lower risk, greater sustainability and reduced life cycle 
costs. 

Unfortunately, purchasing on lowest price rather than life 
cycle cost has become the norm. But the practice is seriously 
flawed- often transferring funds for necessary design elements 
from capital expenses to the operating budget- either because 
the low-bid design cannot be cost-effectively maintained and 
modifi ed to suit changing needs and conditions, or because the 
required funds to address shortconun gs in the original equip
men t are never made available. 

All this contributes to numerous and expensive problems, 
such as inefficient operation, accidents, pollution and litiga
tion that can persist over the lifetime of the conveyor. To 
help facility owners and plant managers avoid the pitfalls of 
buying only on purchase price, experts have ·compiled a list 
summarizing ten of the most common design choices likely 
to result in a conveyor that is less safe, less clean and less pro
du ctive over time. 

1 Not knowing the bulk material 

For decades it has been co111111on prac tice to use only the bulk 
density and angle of repose to describe a bulk solid . The Con
veyor Equipment Manufac turers Association (CEMA) receives 
an untold number of requests for bulk material properties that 
can just be looked up in a table, as if every material variation 
can be effectively captured in a textbook. But there can be 
signifi cant problems with this approach. 

A simple example of the dangers can be found by considering 
a very bas ic requirement: tonnage. The primary purpose of 
the conveyor is to move x t/ h from one place to another. If 
that one goal isn 't effectively achieved, all o ther requirements 
are secondary. But "CEMA Standard 550: Properties of Bulk 
Solids" has eight different bulk density listings for coal, rang
ing from -600 to 980 kg/ m3 That represents a large potential 
va riati on from the average bulk density: -790 ± 190 kg/ m3. 

So designing a system to acco mmodate the ave rage value 
means that throughput could be over- or under-designed 
by± 25 %. 

Further, the angle of repose for these eight coal listings varies from 
27- 45 °, a possible variation of± 9 ° from the average. Designing 

2 A dry abrasion tester checks three-body abrasive wear, such as 
between a conveyor belt, chute liner and bulk material 

the slope of hoppers or chutes based on the average value could 
mean that the bulk material doesn't flow at all, or it might flow so 
freely that it can't be adequately controlled by the chute geometry. 

A typical set of tests to characterize a particular bulk solid 
costs about US$ 30 000, while the estimated cost for system 
downtime is around US$ 1000 per nunute. Over the lifetime 
of a conveyor system, if just one plugged chute episode can be 
avoided the testing will have paid for itself (Fig. 2). 

Sinular arguments can be made for many other values that are 
critical to reducing future operating costs. For example, lump 
size and the percentage of fines are often nusrepresented in a 
request for bid; the result can be ongoing disputes over contrac t 
performance. 

Recommendation: Test samples of the actual bulk solid to 

be conveyed under the full range of expected moisture content 
and consolidating pressures, and use this information to design 
the conveyor system. 

2 loading on the transition 

A conu110n " trick of the trade" to meet price targets is to re
du ce the overall length of a conveyor by loading where the belt 
transitions from flat to troughed. Another approach to shorten-
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ing the overall length of the conveyor to meet price targets is 
a design technique known as half-trough transition . When the 
practices ofloading on the transition and half-trough transition 
are used in combination, the result can be increased belt wear, 
increased chute wear and increased spillage (Fig. 3). 

R educing the distance at both the loading and discharge zones 
by a meter or more of conveyor length (and the resultant two 
meters of belting) can result in a savings of US$ 15 000 to 
U S$ 20 000 per conveyor. Addi tioi!;al savings may be fo und 
in the reduced size for the building that houses the conveyor. 

But these cost-saving measures have a price. Operating problems 
begin immediately wi th many designs that incorporate loading 
on the transition and/ or using the half- trough transition. T he 
primary issue is fi1gitive material- that is, spillage and dust. In its 
transition from the flat tail pulley to the first full trough idler, the 
belt is a hard-to-model, complex 3D sur£1ce that varies based on 
belt tension (caused by variations in loading). It 's virtually impos
sible to accurately model this smface ; consequently field-fitting 
of the chute to the belt line is required, which adds to the cost. 
A conm1on rule of thumb is that it costs 10 times as much to do 
fi eld fabrication as shop fabrication. 

When loading on the transition and/ or using the half- trough 
transition " tricks" in a design, the result is a chu te that starts 
out parallel to the belt in the transition and then must fo rm 
a convex curve to fo llow the belt when fully troughed.This 
flexure creates an entrapment point for fines that quickly wears 
the liner and skirt seal, eventually grooving the belt. T he char
acteristic "half moon" wear area of the liner and skirt above 
idlers in the region where the loading is most turbulent leads 

TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS 

to the escape oflarge quantities of fugitive materials that must 
be cleaned up - often by hand . 

T he US$ 15 000 to U S$ 20 000 savings quickly evaporates in 
cleanup costs, more frequent maintenance of the seal and liner, 
and reduced belt life. Numerous other design and maintenance 
issues result fro m tlus decision at the specification or design stage. 

. 
Recommendation: U se the full trough transition distance 
reconm1ended for the belt and belt width. Start loading after 
the first full trough idler. 

3 Usirig minimum pulley diameters 

T he diameters for the conveyor's main pulleys are usually selected 
based on the nunimum recommended by the belt manufacturer 
for the life of the belt and splice, based on belt tension. Generally 
no recogi1ition is given to the concern that these pulley diam
eters may be too small to allow other components to function 
properly. When smaller drive pulleys are used, it often neces
sitates the use of snub pulleys to increase the wrap angle so there 
is sufficient friction to drive the conveyor. To increase the wrap, 
the snub pulley must be close to the drive pulley, which limits 
th e space available for cleaning the belt at the head pulley and 
often leads to severe buildup on the snub, which is the first rolling 
component to contact the dirty side of the belt. When smaller 
main pulleys are used, there is often inadequate space between the 
top and bottom runs of the belt for accessories that are critical to 
protecting the belt and maintaining good tracking. 

Recommendation: Best practice is to select a pulley diameter 
that is at least 600 nun (24-inches) diameter or one size larger 
than the minimum reconm1ended by the belt manufac turer. 
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3 The transition zone is the area where the flat belt converts to a troughed shape 
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4 Strategically-located access doors facilitate inspection and service 

5 This cable tray blocks access for efficiently replacing idlers 
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Standard Beld Edge 
Free Beld Edge 
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6 The free edge distance should be based on the distance needed to properly seal the belt 

4 Lack of access 

T he examples oflack of proper access in many conveyor designs 
are so numerous that an entire article could be written just on this 
topic alone. Conveyors are often placed in enclosures or tunnels 
where one side is so close to the wall that there is no room for 
a maintenance person to shuffie sideways along the conveyor. 

Access doors may be located in odd places that allow a minimal 
view and are so small that no inspection or maintenance can be 
done through them . Conveyors may be so close to the flo or that 
there is no room to clean under the conveyor. Further, the loca
tion of platforms and drive components around the head pulley 
are often so misplaced that it's impossible to reach components 
for proper inspection or maintenance (Fig. 4). 

Recommendation: Follow CEMA recommendati ons for 
access and clearance, as detailed in Belt Conveyors for Bulk 
Materials, 7'h editi on (1). 

5 Covering key components with piping and conduit 

The support structure of the conveyor makes a convenient rack 
system for mounting electrical conduit and the piping for plant 

air or water supply. It 's a conunon omission not to control the 
location of conduit and piping runs on a conveyor structure. The 
fact that this piping and conduit often impedes the installation 
and service of critical components such as belt wander switches, 
belt cleaners, plows and return idlers is well recognized. 

The conduit and piping rarely needs maintenance or relo
cati on , whil e the components that surround it typically do 
need frequent inspecti on and service. To add insult to injury, 
these plumbing runs are often on the side of the conveyor 
where there is a walkway, supposedly installed to provide ac
cess (Fig. 5) . 

Recommendation: SpecifY that conduit and piping runs not 
be allowed to block or impede access to critical components 
along the conveyor. At the head and tail pulley, all conduit and 
piping should be installed with flexible conduit drops to con
nect components. 

6 Insufficient edge s~aling distance 

The fi·ee belt edge outside of th e skirtboards in the loading zone 
of a conveyor is called the edge seabng distance. The CEMA 

standard is based on th e distance 
between the inside dimensions 
of the skirtboards being equal to 
2/3 the flat belt w idth , which 
does not account for the tough
ing angle. The Europea n stand
ard is based on a formula for 
fi·ee belt edge. T he standard belt 
edge is used for capacity calcu
lations to prevent material from 
falling off the edges of the belt 
between carrying idlers. N either 
of these current standards pro
vides adequate edge distance to 
acconunodate the belt tracking 
and sealing systems required to 
meet today's requirements for 
dust and spillage control. The 
free edge distance sho uld be 
based on the distance needed 

~ 
·:1; to properly seal the belt. The 
"' ! aLl owance for belt trac king is 
" based more on th e structure 
~ and pulley face widths and does 
@ not vary significa ntly with belt 

7 Modern loading zone design has elements that focus on both safety and productivity width (Fig. 6). 
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Recommendation: The free 
belt edge available for sealing ·" 
the belt and allowing for belt 
mistracking should be at least 
115 mm, regardless of belt 
width. 

7 Poor chute design 

Chute design has improved in 
recent yea rs through the use 
of Discrete Element M ethod 
(DEM) modeling programs, 
but m any chutes are still 
drafted rather than designed. 
However, if the properti es of 
the bulk solid are not properly 
identifi ed, the DEM res ults 
ca n be worse than using the 
old " rule of thumb" design 
methods. 

Even if th e bulk material is 
well specified, the approach to 

designing the structural sup
port of the chute and the pul
leys is based primarily on ease 

-· 

-· 

8 Adequate space and access for multiple cleaners is critical in preventing carryback and controlling 
fugitive material 

of fabrica tion and installati on, rather than designing for the 
intended use, wruch requires proper access . U sually an A- frame 

type of head pulley support, with one leg vertical, provides bet
ter access than a table frame design (Fig. 7). 
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9 Dust and spillage are directly related to belt speed and tonnage 
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wear is a function of the square 
of the bulk material stream . So 
the trade-offs between width 
and speed should be considered 
carefully (Fig. 9) . 

Recommendation: Follow 
the suggested maxirJ].um con
veying speeds listed in CEMA's 
"Belt Conveyors for Bulk M a
terials" , 7'h edition. See in par
ticular the chapter: Underrate 
or oversize the conveyor [1]. 

10 Failure to allow for 
upgrading 

When the topic of upgrading a 
system is brought up, the nor
mal assumption is that the belt 
speed is being increased. Other 
than th e drive and a few other ·~ ! components, the only thing that 

c: supposedly gets upgraded is the 
~ tons per hour output. Upgrad
©> ing by changing the speed alone 

10 This conveyor was positioned so close to a tunnel wall that service and upgrades are extremely difficult often results in a throughput 
decrease rather than an increase, 

du e to pluggage problems created by the change in material 
traj ectory or the existing chute cross-section creating a flow re
striction. Many designs leave no room for even modest upgrades 
or additions. With a minimal effort in the design phase and at 
little or no additional £1brication or installation cost, some flex
ibility can be built into, the system for petformance-im.proving 
upgrades (Fig. 10). 

Recommendation: Test the bulk solid and use the proper
ties that represent the worst-case flow to design the chute using 
DEM. D esign the structure so that it does not impede access to 
critical components, ye t allows adequate access for maintenance 
as well as future upgrades. 

8 Inadequate belt cleaning 

One can only conclude that as dust and spillage requirem.ents 
tighten over time that more sophisticated belt cleaners in larger 
numbers will be required . Often an inadequate number of belt 
cleaners or cleaners with too low a duty rating are specified. 
In additi on, the space that is provided in the design may not 
allow the proper installation and service ofbelt cleaners (Fig. 8). 

Suppliers are pressured to meet price goals and end up provid
ing equipment that they know will not meet expectations. But 
the gam e is to make the specification vague enough (using 
terminology such as "or equal") so the suppli er can be pressured 
with a choice:"Meet the price or we will put in a simple design 
and let the customer deal with the problem ." 

Recommendation: Include belt cleaning performance speci
fi cations in the conveyor requirements. Allow adequate space 
for scavenger conveyors if the head chute design is such that at 
least 3 cleaners cannot fit in the available space and the carry
back can be captured in a dribble chute with near-vertical walls. 

9 Belt width instead of speed 

Conveyors are routinely designed to travel at speeds as high as 
7.5 to 11.5 m/ s. Some industri es have established maximum 
transport speeds to limit degradation of the bulk solid and/ or 
control dust. While these prac tices have their roots in practical 
experience, th ey are often stretched to meet price goals. Dust 
and spillage are directly related to belt speed and tonnage, willie 

Recommendation: U se standard components to meet pri ce 
targets, but allow space in the design for problem-solving up
grades to meet production/ cost targets. 

11 Conclusion 

D eciding to ignore these problematic areas , and purchasing 
solely on p ri ce, usuall y results in less throu ghput than speci
fi ed, higher operating and maintenance cos ts than budgeted, 
and redu ced safety. Each o f the issues , if addressed in the 
specifi ca tion and design stages , can easily be justifi ed based 
on life cycle costing and cost avoidance. Once these design 
problems progress to th e fabri ca ti on , installati on and op
eration stages , th ey may or may not be correctable, at sub
stanti all y more cost than if th ey were addressed and fund ed 
early in th e proj ec t. For more inform ation on how to pro
j ec t savings and justi fy "doing it ri ght" see " Foundations for 
Conveyor Safety" : 

www.martin-eng.com/content/product/690/safety-book 
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